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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

On Friday 20 November 2020, Impact For Development, in partnership with the            
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, the National Democratic Institute,          
the National Endowment for Democracy and the Digital Arabia Network, organized a Forum             
under the theme “Open Smart Regions: Convergence for Openness”. The Forum was            
incentivized by the Kingdom of Morocco’s engagement in the Open Government Partnership            
(OGP), and was organized in response to both the OGP’s call for stronger openness and the                
expansion of the open smart city programs in Morocco.  

The Forum revolved around the topics of transparency, integrity and citizen participation,            
as principles of openness. It aimed to create a space where different experiences can be shared                
and where opportunities for building synergies and strengthening cooperation can be explored. 

 
II. OVERVIEW 

 
A summary of the conclusions of the “Open, Smart Regions” forum was presented at the               

end of the forum. The summary included the following bullet points:  
 
● The Government proposed establishing an “Open Morocco” partnership agreement to          

strengthen cooperation, and unify the efforts of the various members of the open             
government initiative at the government, parliament and regional levels to ensure           
convergence. 

● Inviting other public institutions to join the open government efforts. 
● Parliament announced the organization of a national event to enhance convergence           

for openness, with the participation of various relevant national and international           
institutions.  

● Promote the adoption of an open government strategy that aligns existing initiatives            
and provides a holistic and long term vision of the programme of a country.  

● Mainstreaming national open government practices and encouraging local innovation.  
● Strengthening partnerships with civil society. 
● Using collective intelligence to fuel smart governance.  
● Training civil society organizations and local elected officials in the culture of open             

and smart governance.  
● Promote synergies between national, and regional policies related to openness and           

intelligence.  
● Including local civil society actors as members of the steering committee of the Open              

Government  
● Organizing  a Forum focusing on Openness and intelligence at the local level.  
● Promote and apply an Open and smart Approach to achieving development.  
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III. BACKGROUND  

 
The “Open, Smart Regions” forum was moderated by Mr. Tarik Nesh-Nash, who            

opened the event by stating that the organization of the forum is an achievement in itself, since                 
the former balanced the participation of the Government, represented by the Secretary General of              
Ministry of Economy, Finance and Administration Reform; the Parliament, represented by the            
Deputy Speaker of the Chamber of Representatives, who is also in charge of the open parliament                
dossier; and the participation of the President of the Tangier-Tetouan-Al Hoceima Regional            
Council; as well as the presence of representatives from other regions including Beni Mellal. 

In fact, Mr. Nesh-Nash highlighted that the “Open, Smart Regions” forum marked            
various milestones, which include:  

 
● The forum was an opportunity to highlight Morocco’s achievements in the context of             

Open and Smart governance within these past two years, ahead of the preparations for the               
second Moroccan Open Government National Action Plan, by the Moroccan          
Government.  

● The forum reflected the importance and efforts the Moroccan Parliament dedicated to            
implementing the principles of openness within its institution, beginning with joining the            
Open Parliament Network in 2019 and developing the 2019-2020 Open Parliament           
Action Plan.  

● The forum was a space to share the experiences and successes of the Tanger-Tetouan-Al              
Hoceima region, who, as the first region in the MENA area to join the Open Government                
local program, is an example of regional leadership in achieving the principles of             
openness.  

● The forum was an opportunity to receive an overview of the perspectives and orientations              
of international organizations in the context of open governance.  

● The forum was space to consider the effects of the Covid-19 pandemic on the              
implementation of the open governance agenda of various actors, and for the latter to              
share their efforts to respond to the pandemic in this context.  

● The forum was an opportunity to share and exchange experiences, success and lessons             
learned between various leading regions and subnational governments around the world.  

● The forum put an emphasis on the important role of universities and research centers, and               
stressed their efforts and contributions, including through the adoption of innovative and            
scientific methods to achieving open, smart governance.  

● The forum highlighted the historic mobilization of civil society actors, as essential            
partners for the achievement of the principles of openness.  
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IV. AGENDA  
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V. MOROCCO'S COMMITMENTS TOWARDS THE OPEN GOVERNMENT      
PRINCIPLES 
 

 
 

● Mr. Ahmed Laamoumri, the Secretary General - Ministry of Economy,          
Finance and Administration Reform 

Mr. Ahmed Laamoumri, the Secretary General - Ministry of Economy, Finance           
and Administration Reform stressed that the potential digitalization and smart communication           
offers should be invested in improving the performance of public administrative facilities, in             
order to live up to the aspirations and expectations of all citizens, while ensuring their               
participation and investing in their capabilities by providing them with all the necessary             
conditions. He emphasized that this forum is an opportunity to enhance and share views and               
experiences between various stakeholders, (including the parliament, government, local and          
subnational councils, universities, international organizations and civil society) working in the           
field of open government.  

The Secretary General highlighted that Morocco has been engaged in the Open            
Government Partnership as a framework to consolidate the country’s achievements in the context             
of good governance, participatory democracy, transparency and integrity, as stated in the 2011             
Moroccan constitution. These achievements include the formal accession of Law No. 13.31,            
regarding the right to access information, after which the Kingdom officially joined the Open              
Government Partnership. This milestone was followed by the adoption of Morocco’s Open            
Government action plan for years 2018-2020, which includes commitments related to access to             
information, integrity and anti-corruption, budget transparency and communication. In this          
context, the secretary general stressed that the introduction of a transparent governance system             
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was imperative for the success of these commitments. This governance system takes into account              
the criteria stipulated in the open government partnership framework, in particular: the creation             
of a multilateral body to oversee government initiatives; ensuring the equal representation of             
government and civil society; the selection of civil society representatives according to an             
objective and transparent methodology developed by civil society. He added that this governance             
system is founded on three bodies, a supervisory body, an implementation committee and a Civil               
Society Forum.  

As Morocco is in the process of adopting its second open government action plan for the                
2020-2022 period, the secretary general stated that Morocco is following a clear methodology             
based on the suggestion of the themes or axes, followed by gathering ideas and proposals,               
determining the priorities and institutions concerned with downloading draft commitments,          
drafting commitment cards, Approval and adoption of the second national action plan. In this              
context, a series of consultations and meetings took place during the month of october to discuss                
the challenges and problems related to the 10 approved axes. To monitor the progress of this                
stage, a digital platform (gouvernement-ouvert.ma) was launched to collect the suggestions of            
citizens and civil society.  

The secretary general stressed the importance of establishing an “Open Morocco”           
partnership agreement to strengthen cooperation, and unify the efforts of the various members of              
the open government initiative at the government, parliament and regional levels to ensure             
convergence. 

 
● Mr. Mohammed Ouzzine, the Deputy-Speaker of the Chamber of         

Representatives of the Moroccan Parliament 
Mr. Mohammed Ouzzine, the Deputy-Speaker of the Chamber of Representatives          

of the Moroccan Parliament, highlighted that the Moroccan Parliament joined the Open            
Parliament Program in 2019 with the aim of bringing the parliament closer to the citizens. The                
parliament's action plan in this context includes 6 commitments, Implementing the constitutional            
and legislative requirements in the field of participatory democracy, democracy and citizenship            
(establishing a system for submitting petitions and petitions for legislation to the House of              
Representatives); Involving male and female citizens in the legislative process (a digital space to              
interact with citizens about draft laws and proposals); the application of the constitutional and              
legislative requirements regarding the right to obtain information (proactively publishing open           
data); Opening up to the public, especially the youth, in order to better define the parliamentary                
work (communication program); Consulting citizens and involving them in the process of            
evaluating public policies (extrapolating the opinions of citizens); Developing a partnership with            
civil society and university mediation (organizing periodic meetings).  

The Deputy-Speaker of the Chamber of Representatives announced the organization of a            
national event to enhance convergence for openness, with the participation of various relevant             
national and international institutions. 
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● Ms. Fatima El Hassani, the President of the Regional Council of           
Tangier-Tetouan-Al Hoceima 

Ms. Fatima El Hassani, the President of the Regional Council of Tangier-            
Tetouan-Al Hoceima highlighted that when joining the open government program, the tangier            
region made considerable gains in the contexts of the consolidation of the value of participatory               
democracy, principles of governance, transparency, integrity and the right to information. The            
President of the regional council added that this forum is an important opportunity to ensure the                
effectiveness of the consolidation of the principles of good governance, the exchanges of             
experiences and the strengthening of cooperation between various actors to ensure the            
advancement of this work.  

The President of the regional council of tangier-tetouan-Al hoceima announced that a            
regional action plan for the open local government of the Tangier-Tetouan-Al Hoceima for the              
period of 2020-2022, will be adopted and include commitments in fields of access to              
information, budget transparency, citizenship participation, social inclusion, awareness and         
communication. In this context, the President of the regional council stressed the important role              
of civil society, adding that partnering with the latter will contribute to the success of this action                 
plan and the implementation of the principles of the local open government.  

The President of the Regional Council of Tangier-Tetouan-Al Hoceima expressed the           
region’s willingness to engage in the work put in place and workshops held in the context of                 
intelligence and openness; in order to open up to citizens and improve the services the council                
provides. She then stressed the region’s readiness to engage in coordination and cooperation             
efforts towards the implementation of the principles of openness and intelligence with all             
stakeholders. 
VI. INTERNATIONAL ORIENTATIONS 
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● Ms. Charlotte Denise-Adam and Mr. David Goessmann, from the         
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) 

Ms. Denise-Adam and Mr. Goessmann introduced the concept of an “Open State”, the             
latter implies that all branches of the state and all levels of government implement initiatives to                
foster the principles of open government. An open state approach is based on the consideration               
that citizens and stakeholders expect the same level of transparency, accountability and integrity             
and the same opportunities to participate from all public institutions and that a culture of open                
government needs to be present in all branches and at all levels to truly transform the interaction                 
between public institutions and citizens. The speakers therefore stressed the need for            
coordination between all branches of the state and all levels of government, and highlighted that               
open government initiatives should be implemented in a coherent manner in order to enable the               
move towards an Open State. 
 

The OECD emphasized that adopting a whole-of-government Open Government Strategy          
that aligns existing strategies and initiatives and provides a holistic and long term vision of the                
programme of a country can have a number of benefits. For example, it can foster policy                
coherence across government, increase the impact of open government reforms and be a tool to               
mainstream the open government principles across the whole public sector. The OECD            
highlighted that such an Open Government Strategy would be perfectly complimentary with an             
OGP Action Plan. The Strategy would put the commitments included in the Action Plan into a                
coherent framework, while the Action Plan would be one of the main tools to foster the effective                 
implementation of the high-level objectives that are outlined in the Strategy. In this sense, the               
OECD stressed that it stands ready to work with Morocco on the design and implementation of                
one of the first Open Government Strategies in the region.  
 

● Mr. Rudi Borrmann, the Deputy Director of the OGP local program 
Mr. Rudi Borrman, the Deputy Director of the OGP local program gave an overview              

of the program highlighting that the new local strategy was approved at the 2019 OGP Summit,                
adding that local commitments in both the official OGP Local Action Plans and in the National                
Action Plan have shown some positive results, with a global Ambition average of 53% and               
completion average of 66%. The OGP local program has 56 new members, which includes the               
region of Tangier-Tetouan-Al Hoceima, the first region in the Middle East-North Africa to join.              
Mr. Borrman concluded by highlighting the value proposition of the OGP Local Program, which              
includes: bringing awareness of the open government approaches to local governments and            
lessons learned from elsewhere; encourages local innovation; optimises resources; enables the           
mainstreaming of national opengov practices; and sets agreed common standards or policy            
frameworks. The Deputy Director of the OGP local added that the co-creation process is now               
being taken online.  
 

● Mr. Slobodan Milic, the Resident Director of the National Democratic          
Institute in Morocco 
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Mr. Slobodan Milic, the Resident Director of the National Democratic Institute in            
Morocco, pointed out that as a founding member of the Open Government Partnership and the               
Open Parliament e-Network, NDI works to strengthen the four pillars of Parliamentary            
Openness, which include Transparency and access to information, ethics and probity,           
accountability, and citizen participation. In Morocco particularly, NDI assists national          
institutions in implementing their Open Government Partnership commitments, including         
through the creation of the CSO Forum, a wide network of CSOs to assist with the                
co-implementation of OGP commitments. NDI also assists the Moroccan Parliament in its efforts             
to bring the citizens closer to the parliament and to promote citizen participation in              
policy-making. On the regional level, Mr. Milic added that NDI assists regional councils in              
Morocco in developing mechanisms for citizen participation, through consultative councils,          
public petitions and collaborative agreements with CSOs; these regional councils include           
Casablanca-Settat, Beni Mellal- Khenifra, Marrakech-Safi, Oriental and Souss-Massa. More         
specifically, in the contexts of the Casablanca-Settat and Beni Mellal- Khenifra regions, NDI             
helps with the training of CSOs to take part in the OGP and Co-creation processes. The Resident                 
Director also expressed the office’s commitment to strengthening their partnership with Impact            
for Development. 

 
● Ms. Bassant Helmi, Co-chair, Digital Arabia Network 

Ms. Bassant Helmi, the Co-chair of the Digital Arabia Network highlighted the            
Digital Arabia Network’s work in using digital technologies to create a positive impact in              
communities across the MENA and Europe regions, including through promoting digital           
transformation and arab smart cities. Ms. Helmi added that DAN is partnering with Impact for               
Development to bring the concept of open and smart cities to their partner countries capitalizing               
on the milestones which have been achieved in Morocco. 
  

VII. Open Subnational Governments Processes, Successes And Challenges 
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● Ms. Nana Tavdumadze, Chief of Staff, Ozurgeti Municipality Local         
Council, Georgia 

Ms. Nana Tavdumadze, Chief of Staff at the Ozurgeti Municipality Local           
Council in Georgia, reiterated the municipality’s belief that collaboration with civil           
society brings positive changes in the community and promotes the open government            
principles. She added that after joining the OGP process, the Ozurgeti municipality has             
been actively collaborating with local civil society organizations and with NDI, the            
success of this collaboration and joint efforts, lead to the municipality receiving one of              
the highest scores in Georgia’s local self-government index. Ms. Tavdumadze then           
highlighted the Ozurgeti municipality’s experiences and successes in implementing the          
principles of Open Government, which include ensuring citizen participation and          
transparency of the local government by launching live transmission of Local Council            
meetings on the Council’s website. She added that the next steps for the Ozurgeti              
Municipality in this context are to coordinate the OGP process at the local level and               
develop a local action plan, through: Institutionalizing collaboration with the civil sector;            
Holding public consultations on the draft version of the action plan; Adopting a local              
action plan with the participation of the civil society and general public; Developing the              
action plan monitoring framework within the forum; and conducting interim and annual            
monitoring. 
 

● Mr. Yusuf Auta, the  OGP Focal Point of Kaduna State, Nigeria 
Mr. Yusuf Auta, the OGP Focal Point of Kaduna State in Nigeria, spoke             

about the Kaduna state’s experience as an OGP member, while highlighting the state’s             
open government processes, successes, challenges and lessons learned. The Kaduna          
state’s OGP commitments relate to Open Budget, Open Contracting, Ease of Doing            
Business, Access to Information and Citizen Engagement. Mr. Auta added that the            
lessons learned in this context include the involving the media to demand for effective              
service delivery, Mainstreaming OGP in the Electioneering process to ensure          
sustainability; Defining a coherent Citizen Engagement strategy in activities to build           
trust; And using local resources to fund OGP. 
 

● Mr. John Maritim, the OGP Focal Point of County Government of           
Elgeyo, Kenya  

Mr. John Martin, the OGP Focal Point of County Government of Elgeyo in             
Kenya highlighted Elgeyo’s development priorities, which include infrastructure; social         
protection and empowerment; health, water and sanitation; and productive and economic           
growth. Mr. Martin stated that the Elgeyo country government joined the Open            
Government Partnership to address challenges such as the lack of foras bringing together             
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state, development actors and civil society; poor quality public services and low citizen             
public participation. He added by listing the Elgeyo County’s OGP commitments, namely            
open procurement, open information access for youth and open medical drugs; as well as              
the country’s successes and challenges. The former include public participation          
regulations, open county data platform, and publication of monthly country development           
information newsletter. Mr. Martin concluded by giving proposals to institutionalize OGP           
leads and promote peer learning; these include designating OGP roles to a specific             
ministry or department, designating a budget line for open governance activities,           
developing a digital library for policy documents and laws on open practices.  

 
● Ms. Hanan Khachani, the OGP Focal Point of the Region of Tangier-            

Tetouan- Al Hoceima 
Ms. Hanan Khachani, the OGP Focal Point of the Region of Tangier-            

Tetouan- Al Hoceima spoke about the region’s co-created action plan, which is in line              
with the national open government action plan. This action plan includes 10            
commitments in the areas of Access to information, citizen participation, gender and            
social inclusion and the promotion of OGP values. In this context of access to              
information, Ms. Khachani highlighted the region's Open data initiatives, which include           
developing an electronic platform for monitoring and evaluation and the implementation           
of an Open Contracting electronic platform. To improve citizen participation, the region            
is working to reinforce participatory democracy and public consultation mechanisms; as           
for gender and social inclusion, the region is implementing the regional GSI strategy,             
covering youth, rural women and children. 
 

● Ms. Yousra El Hatib, Team Leader, TASHAROC, DAI 
Ms. Yousra El Hatib, highlighted the work of TASHAROC, which is a three year old               

program funded by the United Kingdom and CommonWealth, in supporting the           
Tangier-Tétouan-Al Hoceïma (TTA) Regional Council in the regionalisation process. Tasharoc          
assists the regional council of TTA through strengthening the human and institutional capacity of              
the RC, fostering participatory democracy mechanisms, and strengthening the communications          
of the RC. Ms. El Hatib added that, in the context of the OGP process, TASHAROC’s work                 
includes facilitating the coordination and cooperation with the Ministry of Economy, Finance            
and Administration, Providing the necessary technical expertise to prepare the candidacy           
application, and Contributing to the marketing of this initiative through the communication            
strategy that TASHAROC has developed for the RC. 
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VIII. The Role Of The Academic Sector And Civil Society 
 

 
 

● Mr. Lex Paulson, the Director of the School of Collective Intelligence,           
University of Mohammed VI Polytechnic 

Mr. Lex Paulson, the Director of the School of Collective Intelligence at the             
University of Mohammed VI Polytechnic, stressed the importance of using an innovative            
approach based on gathering collective intelligence to fuel smart governance. Mr. Paulson            
explained that collective intelligence can be utilized to solve many of today’s challenges from              
the covid-19 pandemic to climate change, as these require data and sense making, mobilization              
and solidarity, strong public action, and hybrid collaborations between the government, private            
sector, NGOs and researchers. He added that collective intelligence’s six functional capacities             
contribute to solving these challenges, as well as achieving smart governance, through its             
contributions from cognitive, data, behavioral sciences, empirical demonstrations of citizen          
expertise, and cross-cultural reach.  

 
● Mr. Abdelkrim Marzouk, the Dean of School of Humanities, Al Akhawayn           

University in Ifrane 
Mr. Abdelkrim Marzouk, the Dean of School of Humanities of Al Akhawayn            

University in Ifrane, highlighted Al Akhawayn University’s work to introduce the concept of             
“smartness” on the local, provisional and regional levels, including through carrying out            
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trainings for elected officials and working with municipalities and communes to include            
smartness in territorial management. Mr. Marzouk added that Al Akhawayn University is leading             
a global education for environment project, in partnership with Mohammed VI Foundation, the             
Hassan II International Institute and the United Nations.  

 
● Ms. Samia El Baouchi, the President of «Femmes Bladi» 

Ms. Samia El Baouchi, the President of «Femmes Bladi», shed light on the work of the                
“Femmes Bladi” association, especially their efforts to build trust between local elected officials,             
local civil society organizations and citizens in Sefrou. “Femmes Bladi” contributed to building             
trust and communication channels through relying on the use of petitions, instead of protesting to               
voice the needs and demands of the local population. Ms. El Baouchi concluded by giving a set                 
of proposals to address the challenges faced on the local level, these include training local               
elected officials, civil society organizations and citizens in open governance; holding local            
meetings to ensure synergy between the national and local levels; including local civil society              
organizations in the open government committee; and organizing an Openness Forum for Local             
Communes. 

 
● Ms. Zineb Mahrez, the General Secretary of Impact For Development 

Ms. Zineb Mahrez, the General Secretary of Impact For Development, expressed           
Impact for Development’s hope for this forum to be held in a periodic manner, as a space where                  
stakeholders gather to interact and hold dialogue around the importance of convergence for             
openness and smartness. Ms. Mahrez also highlighted Impact for Development’s efforts to            
develop a framework about the contribution of civil society to development. Impact for             
Development’s approach is founded on the principles of open governance; the work of civil              
society organizations on the local level; and a rigorous scientific method based on collective              
intelligence, data and experiments.  
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